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AfD Watch. 0:00:03.495,0:00:07.089 Share this video Transcript of the video 0:00:07.089,0:00:14.125 So. I'm signing into you
Diane Munoz here at the AfD Watch TV show. And we are going to do a little summary of the last few days because I'm going
to be traveling throughout the day and maybe I'll be on and off when I get back. 0:00:14.125,0:00:17.914 I haven't had a lot of
time. I think I was up by 8:00 in the morning and was on the floor working at that time in the morning. And then I would get an
hour here and there at lunch. I wouldn't get in the office until 8:00 at night. 0:00:17.914,0:00:25.397 And I don't even have time
to work on our notes. I just have time to be ready for the next three hours. And I don't have time to go to the break room to eat.
I don't have time to eat. I have to come back and do that again. 0:00:25.397,0:00:28.964 So. We are gonna do a little summary
of the last few days and then I will sign off because I'm really, really, really busy today. And then I will get back in the office
and that will be it. 0:00:28.964,0:00:32.964 Let's start with this. I would say probably the most unusual thing is I think it was

yesterday that there was so many questions and so many problems that we have been trying to get a hold of the judge. And then
it finally happened yesterday. 0:00:32.964,0:00:38.850 We got a hold of him and he responded back to a question that I was

asking about an order that he had that was supposed to be completed in a day. And I was 82157476af
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